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The second book in the highly acclaimed completed Kindrily series.Book 1, Grasping at

EternityBook 2, Taking Back ForeverBook 3, Fighting for InfinityForever is worth the fight.Maryah

erased all memory of her past lives, but she couldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t erase her soul mate Nathan, or his

undying love. Now, Maryah and Nathan have a second chance at a future together, but first Maryah

must remember the person she used to be and embrace her supernatural giftsÃ¢â‚¬â€•more than

one kindrily memberÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s life depends on it.MaryahÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s power is HarmonyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

best hope of finding her kidnapped soul mate, Gregory. But Harmony isnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t big on asking

anyone for help, and sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s tired of waiting, so sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s taking matters into her own

hands. Heaven help anyone who stands in her way.*Recommended for ages 15 and older due to

mature content.*
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Maryah is still trying to grasp that she's part of a kindrily, her memories are gone so she is

desperate to figure out what is right in her life but Nathaniel feels right. As she tries to remember her



past to help bring back a member that was kidnapped she realizes she may not want him to come

back.This is an excellent story it has all the elements I love, the guy loves the girl, the guy does

whatever he can for the girl, super natural. Yeah I love it all especially soul mates I supremely am a

sucker for soul mates. There is just something about that forever type of love that I just go gah gah

for.This far along in the story Maryah has a grasp of who she was and is if she could just remember.

I liked her character she settled into her new family quite well this time around. && of course her

love for Nathan has shown up and I love it. Nathan is such a sweet old soul that you can help but

want to swoon over his gentlemanly ways. He is so patient with Maryah and making this experience

for her new and fresh. He is a breath of fresh air.All of the characters are awesome characters they

bring completeness to this family of awesomeness and make for a really great read. I can't wait to

read the next book in this series because it left off on such a crazy thrill. The awesome thing about

Karen Hooper is that she gives you an ending and lets you decide whether you want a cliff hanger

for the next book or an easy transition so read this story with no worries!!

When you read Twilight, did you ever feel like something was missing? Like these Cullens are a

great family and I want to know more about the rest of them, not just Bella and Edward.That's kind

of what Karen does, except I think that The Lunas would crush the Cullens.The story goes between

Maryah and Harmony's POV, but more emphasis is on Maryah as she learns more about her past

lives and more about Nathan. And by more about Nathan I mean some serious swoony

moments.Maryah is trying to learn about her past and Harmony is trying to do everything in her (and

everyone else's power) to find her soulmate. It's a story about love and the thinks you will do for it.

Not just love for yoru soul mate, but for your family. And the Kindrily knows how to redfine family.I

loved learning more about the Kindrily's world and how each member's powers affect the group and

how they can use it for the greater good. This is a must read if you are looking for a fantasy novel

with a love story that isn't like anything you've read before.

Imagine having your memories taken from you. But not from this life, from every other life you've

ever had. Imagine if it were here, and someone came up and told you that you had lived in several

other lives but you had erased your memory and no longer remembered anything or anyone from

those lives. Now imagine being forced into a family that you never knew, or can't remember anyway.

Imagine them looking at you with such love and care and tenderness and the warmth spreading all

over your body mind and soul. That is exactly what happened in this book. This series is mind

blowing, magical, and incredibly amazing. There is a twist intern at every corner or every turn of the



page. I couldn't put it down. I read before work in the mornings, on my brakes, during my lunch, and

before bed at night. That's how I got through the first book in the second. Very excited for the third.

Loving loving loving these books. And the author is amazing. :-)

Another fun read by Karen Amanda Hooper. It was a bit slower than the first book in the series, and

I didn't find myself absolutely addicted like I was with Grasping at Eternity. But it did show more

romance and gave more information and world-building, so I still plan to read the third and final book

in the series because I need to know how this all ends. ;)

Hopefully you've read the first book, Grasping at Eternity, which has one of my all time favorite

literary scenes -- when Maryah sees Nathan for the first time at the hotel and he takes off his

sunglasses and she faints at his feet. For me that scene is the focal point of Book 1. Nathan is

hurting and Maryah is overwhelmed.Lucky for them, their relationship makes a drastic improvement

in the second book. I wanted to cry and hug Nathan out of happiness. He deserves this and it's

amazing to see them getting to actually be together and be a couple and be in love. As sweet as it is

to seem them in love together, it's not the whole story. Their kindrily is under threat and they all

have to work together to protect themselves.There were many things in Taking Back Forever to

enjoy.The dialogue, and general interaction, between the characters is great. I can't stand books

with unrealistic or stilted conversations. Here, the author is able to weave together an amazing set

of characters. The way she writes it, you feel like you are right there, part of the action. Part of the

love.Finally, the end of the book includes something unique. An optional ending. You can choose to

get a Happily Ever After and leave it at that. Or you can forge ahead and get a glimpse into what will

happen next. I read it the extra pages (I envy those strong enough to resist just a few more pages, a

few more minutes with THe Kindrily). Wow, wow, wow. I absolutely cannot wait for the third book to

come out. I hope it's soon!

I lack patience, so I was very happy that I did not stumble across this trilogy before the third book

was released. I was drawn into that moment of time in the lives of Maryah, Nathaniel and their

kindrily from the first book. I did not write a review when I finished reading this book as I could barely

stand the time it took to buy book 3 so that I could plunge back into this imaginary tale. Enjoy. I did.

I enjoyed the fact a new point of view was added. The mystery from book # 1 seems to deepen and

I think the author does a great job of keeping all of the characters in play.
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